This paper problematizes the tendency to study Internet use disorders from a perspective of addiction. It is argued that an addiction perspective, grounded in our understanding of substance use disorders, has not contributed much to an improved understanding of the antecedents and etiology of Internet use disorders. Despite this, researchers continue to frame Internet use disorders as an addiction, recently exemplified by the inclusion of Internet gaming disorder in the DSM-5 research appendix as a behavioral addiction. This paper claims that the decision to use an addiction framework to study Internet use disorders has consequences for the way in which results are interpreted, which impacts the potential for theoretical and etiological contributions negatively. The paper argues that a perspective of addiction may not be the most useful approach because it causes a mismatch between theory and findings in empirical work: it is not uncommon to find that a study is positioned as a study of addiction, but presents findings more illustrative of coping behaviors. The paper draws on two examples from the literature to illustrate this mismatch and discusses how this hinders theoretical and etiological development. The question that is asked going forward is what alternative explanations we might identify by not exclusively adhering to an addiction framework for purposes of research. Recommendations are given for how to usefully approach the study of Internet use disorders outside a framework of addiction. It also discusses how scholars who still prefer a framework of addiction might strengthen their conceptual position to ensure improved contributions to etiology and theoretical development.
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I
NTERNET USE DISORDERS are a growing focus of research, receiving attention from academics, journalists, health workers, policy-makers, and the public. The attention and research has led to the inclusion of Internet gaming disorder (IGD) in the DSM-5 research appendix as a proposed behavioral addiction, 1 which is likely to further increase focus on these issues. 2, 3 However, after nearly 20 years of research, little has been accomplished in terms of theoretical development. The dominant theory used in research remains a theory of addiction 4 based on problem gambling and substance abuse behaviors and has little to do with Internet use. Although critical voices initially questioned the proposal to conceptualize Internet use disorders as addictions, 5, 6 it remains the dominant perspective. This is curious as the early debates and conceptual challenges remain unanswered and no theoretical consensus has been established in the field. [7] [8] [9] Researchers who study Internet use disorders still draw on terminology, measurements and definitions from this paradigm as if addiction was an uncontested concept.
I suggest in this paper that using a framework of addiction as a lens through which Internet use disorders are approached is premature and has led to a point where we explore predictors and risk-factors for a phenomenon we are yet unable to define with confidence. I argue that research has not convincingly shown that addiction constitutes a useful framework for explaining: (i) why Internet use disorders occur; and (ii) why they persist. These are the two key matters that research in this area should focus on -etiology and course of illness -but a majority of research explores risk-factors without any clear etiological argument for why a particular risk-factor would lead to Internet use disorder or why it makes a person persist with the problematic behavior. 10 Such studies do not advance our understanding of the etiology, though this should be the key aim for a study of risk-factors.
Equally troubling is that studies in the field rarely manage to advance our theoretical understanding of the behavior. At present, Internet use disorders are consistently defined as addictions in the literature and are measured or diagnosed by using criteria directly translated from substance addiction or gambling disorder. 2, 3, 7, 8, 11 That this remains the case after almost 20 years of research is perhaps the strongest evidence of the lack of theoretical development following empirical work. As I discuss elsewhere, 11 given the amount of research in this area, it is surprising that the potentially unique aspects of Internet use disorders are still not considered in theory or diagnostics, as exemplified by the current criteria for IGD in the DSM-5. 1, 7 For example, as King and Delfabbro 9 write, it is unclear whether preoccupation with online games is problematic in the same way as preoccupation with gambling, since the outcome and progress of video gaming is determined much more by a player's choices and inputs to the game. Such unique aspects of Internet use disorders are neglected when traditional addiction criteria are used to define the boundaries of the problem behavior. It raises the question of whether there might be more useful explanations that are neglected in favor of an addiction framework simply because use of the latter has become a norm in the field. As Howard Shaffer argues, adopting a perspective of addiction can blind proponents to alternative explanations that may be equally or more useful. 12 The question that is asked going forward is what alternative explanations we might identify by not exclusively adhering to an addiction framework when investigating the causes and consequences of Internet use disorders.
BACKGROUND
At the outset it is important to note that conceptual and theoretical issues are a problem in the study of addictions generally. Shaffer 13 writes that professionals from a broad range of disciplines have contributed to the development of the study of addiction, which has led to disagreements about the underlying causes and its definition. For example, according to the addictive disease model rooted in a medical paradigm, addiction can be thought of as a primary, progressive and ultimately terminal illness which, if left untreated, will lead to premature death 14 (p. 390). In contrast stands a sociologically inspired claim that notions of addiction emerge as a form of social control in order to publically discourage behaviors that are deemed inappropriate. 15, 16 Additionally, psychologists and psychiatrists may approach addiction as a problem of learning behavior, a mental disorder, a disease, or a coping process. This means that even among mental health practitioners there is a wide variety of conflicting perspectives on what addiction is and how to treat it. 17 This is also why researchers are unlikely to agree on whether Internet use disorders are an addiction or not; such a question is largely semantic and depends on a particular definition of addiction. A more pertinent question, which is asked in this paper, is whether or not it is useful to conceptualize Internet use disorders as addictions and what the potential drawbacks are.
Because the study of addiction has long struggled with theoretical and conceptual disagreements, 13 it is not surprising that when a new phenomenon is conceptualized as an addiction, conceptual disagreements follow -this should be expected, given the history of addiction studies. However, it also raises the question of why researchers continue to use the addiction framework to investigate new phenomena involving seemingly repetitive behavior with problematic outcomes and whether this decision may sometimes be premature. 6, 18 While the addiction concept has some utility in terms of identifying common patterns of seemingly different behavior, which is a goal of clinical manuals, such as the DSM, this does not necessarily facilitate research on or a greater understanding of the problem behavior in itself 6 (p. 162). King and Delfabbro 9 write that assumptions of addiction might even be a potential obstacle for empirical work. Thus while perhaps helpful in a clinical context, it is worth asking if conceptualizing Internet use disorders as addictions is always useful for purposes of research.
To begin with, it needs to be reflected here that there are numerous studies that justify such a conceptualization. There are studies that claim to have validated Internet use disorders as addictions or validated the use of addiction-based measurements in the study of Internet use disorders. These studies initially provided researchers with necessary theoretical justifications and much needed validated measurements for empirical work in this area. However, I suggest that most such studies have taken a confirmatory approach to empirical work but without the necessary theoretical specificity to do so. This follows on from Billieux and colleagues, 19 who note that the behavioral addiction research field is being populated by studies that create new disorders by endorsing concepts and models that were validated for other disorders. Such studies tend to have an a priori perception of Internet use disorders as addictions and have constructed measurements according to traditional substance abuse criteria, by substituting the word 'substance' for 'Internet use.' 19 Studies are then conducted to confirm the prevalence of Internet use disorder symptoms in a population, often via cross-sectional survey data and self-reported assessment, without first verifying that the constructed measurements have validity in the new context. When symptoms of Internet use disorder are found in a population, researchers argue that, on the one hand, a conceptualization of addiction must be valid because addiction-based measurements adequately identify symptoms of Internet use disorder in a population of Internet users, while, on the other hand, the measurement must also be valid because it captures behavior that corresponds to the theory. However, because the theory and measurement are constituted by the same criteria, one cannot validate the other. Currently, any etiological argument involving addiction is problematic because its diagnosis depends on a tautology where the diagnostic inference of addiction rests upon the consequences of that very same state. 20 Furthermore, studies that appropriate measurements that are based on an addiction framework and were validated in such a confirmatory fashion rarely manage to convincingly explain based on their findings why Internet use disorders occur or why some people persist in using the Internet even though they experience problematic outcomes as a result. While many significant risk-factors have been identified in the literature, the theory for any given Internet use disorder is often not elaborate or precise enough to help explain why these risk-factors are part of the etiology. As Billieux and colleagues 19 argue, although new addictions are described in the literature together with diagnostic criteria and prevalence figures, we still lack theoretically sound models that can explain in detail the unique factors and processes involved in the etiology. Peele 21 claims that this inability to explain etiological processes is a persistent weakness of the addiction framework. Noteworthy is that in the few studies that offer an etiological contribution, it is rarely framed in terms of addiction, even though the studies employ an addiction framework as a theoretical starting point, but rather framed in terms of coping or compensation. 4, 10, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Indeed, there is a range of other theoretical starting points that could be used to study Internet use disorders, such as a theory of Internet use disorders as stemming from attachment insecurity or stressful childhood experiences, which would provide a developmental perspective on the problem behavior. 38, 39 I argue here that if the addiction framework was not used to guide the inquiry, researchers could approach Internet use disorders from less constrained, alternative perspectives that might shed new light on their findings. The problem is not so much related to the addiction framework per se, but the persistent use of the addiction framework to study new problematic behaviors without having adequate theoretical or clinical justifications to do so. I will illustrate in this paper how studies approaching Internet use disorders from a perspective of addiction often end up with findings that are suggestive of coping strategies rather than addiction, which causes a mismatch between theory and results and hinders theoretical development while obscuring etiological processes.
By highlighting this issue, I hope to show that using an addiction framework to study Internet use disorders is not a choice that should be made lightly, because it has consequences for the way in which results are interpreted, 13, 17, 40, 41 which in turn impacts the potential to make theoretical or etiological contributions. This will hopefully aid future studies in becoming better theoretically aligned with the findings they present, which would also increase the potential to make valuable contributions. The purpose is to highlight a frequently recurring issue that continues to cause problems in empirical work but often seems to go unnoticed. The paper provides a starting point for a more systematic review of this issue while also suggesting ways of moving forward.
MOVING BEYOND THEORIES OF ADDICTION
Research on Internet use disorders should at first be concerned with explaining why the problem behavior occurs and why people persist in the behavior despite its problematic outcomes. I argue in this paper that such an inquiry need not start from a perspective of addiction and may rather benefit from not being burdened by its theoretical preconceptions. As we can see from the existing literature, it is not entirely straightforward to unify a theory of addiction with findings that are suggestive of coping or compensation as the driving cause for Internet use disorders, even though the latter is not an uncommon finding. 4, 10, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] To illustrate, consider an early study by Armstrong et al., 22 who sought to identify psychological riskfactors for Internet addiction (a term used interchangeably with Internet use disorder). To measure Internet addiction, they used an adapted scale based on the DSM-IV 42 criteria for substance abuse together with a measure of self-esteem. The study concludes that 'the association with self-esteem suggested that heavier Internet users are using the Internet as an escape' 22 (p. 547). This conclusion is more in line with an interpretation of the behavior as a coping strategy rather than an addiction. Armstrong and colleagues thus start from a theoretical perspective of addiction but conclude with findings that fit better within a perspective of coping. While it is not a problem that a study begins with one perspective and ends with another (indeed, this could be seen as an important theoretical leap), the authors do not recognize the different perspectives nor do they make any recommendations for how to reconcile these perspectives in future work. The consequence is an unfortunate lack of theoretical development following these promising results because of the mismatch between theory and findings. The findings in the study, had the authors adopted a perspective of coping, illustrate clearly one part of the etiology for Internet use disorders. As Armstrong and colleagues 22 state: heavier Internet users are using the Internet as an escape. Unfortunately, conclusions that are suggestive of coping strategies do not easily inform the etiology of addiction, for which the causal processes seem notoriously difficult to explain. 21 There is a similar trajectory taken in an otherwise excellent study by Lemmens et al., 32 which approaches problematic online gaming by drawing on an addiction framework based on DSM-IV criteria in order to explore its psychological correlates 32 (p. 146). The authors justify their theoretical stance by suggesting that 'the general concept of pathological gaming has gained widespread acceptance among researchers as a legitimate behavioral disorder' 32 (p. 144). However, their findings suggest that excessive gaming may be a way to avoid real-life problems, like loneliness or low self-esteem, through virtual social contact or achievement 32 (p. 150). Similar to the study by Armstrong and colleagues, 22 these findings also align well with a perspective of coping rather than addiction. Essentially, gaming offers something to people that they want but cannot find elsewhere, which is why they keep playing -it is questionable whether it is useful to refer to such behavior as addictive, even though it may be problematic in the long run. Like Armstrong and colleagues, 22 the authors of this study start with a framework of addiction, transition to discussing the findings in terms of coping strategies, and yet conclude with interpretations of pathology. While this trajectory is understandable given the theoretical starting point of the articles, it highlights a problem that consistently occurs when Internet use disorders are approached from a perspective of addiction; as discussed earlier in this paper, it tends to blind the researcher to alternative explanations. 12, 13, 40, 41 As illustrated by these two studies, there is some empirical support for the suggestion that Internet use disorders seem to occur as individuals use the Internet as a way to cope with life problems, which is then suggested as evidence of pathology or addiction. This pattern is repeated in a great number of studies in the field. However, it makes little sense to conflate the concept of coping with that of addiction. Although some researchers have suggested that maladaptive coping behaviors may be thought of as addictions since the coping behavior is continually repeated to avoid or manage life problems, and sometimes followed by problematic outcomes, such a perspective on coping and addiction merely leads us in circles. If addiction may as well be defined as a maladaptive coping strategy, then wherein lies the utility of the addiction concept?
That this pattern is repeated in many studies on Internet use disorders may explain in part why theoretical development and etiological models in this area of study remain scarce. Given that findings broadly suggest that people may persist in their problematic Internet use behaviors because it provides a temporary relief or somehow makes them feel better, it is surprising that the most prevalent conceptualization remains that of addiction. A more systematic review of this issue would be welcome to further highlight the discrepancy in empirical work between theory and the framing of results.
CHALLENGES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In Young's 4 seminal text on Internet addiction published in 1996, she writes that 'greater research is needed to investigate how … interactive applications are capable of fulfilling … unmet needs and how this leads to addictive patterns of behavior' (p. 246). I argue that, since 1996, researchers have not adequately engaged with the question of how, precisely, interactive applications (games, social networks, online casinos) are capable of fulfilling unmet needs and whether the resultant patterns of behavior are best described as addictive 4 ; or whether they may be seen as a new way of life, 43, 44 as a natural preference for online social interaction, 45, 46 as a coping strategy for life problems 10, [35] [36] [37] or all of the above. Crucially, the answers to these questions need to be sought qualitatively as well as quantitatively and in a research setting where quantitative work appropriates measurements with adequate construct validity grounded in solid qualitative work, rather than relying on measurements that have been translated from one existing disorder to another. 47, 48 While the study of Internet use disorders already suffers from an excessive amount of measurement instruments, 2,7,49 a majority of these share the same theoretical foundation and are thus unable to contribute to new insights about Internet use disorders beyond what we already know about other existing disorders. 47 I suggest that an alternative starting point could be to focus on understanding the actual problem at hand and to ask why Internet use disorders occur and persist. Such an inquiry need not start from a perspective of addiction burdened by conceptual difficulties and disagreements. 13 Rather than focusing on understanding symptoms of addiction, which may be more useful in a clinical context, it may for purposes of research be worthwhile to consider why people go online to begin with and how problematic use is connected to their everyday life, as this may provide a context for the problematic use, which would help to elucidate the underlying reasons for why it persists. 10, 18, 35, 50 We may then ask if certain applications are more commonly used to deal with certain problems and identify technological affordances that might exacerbate or alleviate them (see Kardefelt-Winther 10 for a detailed account). This approach builds on Young's 4 original suggestion and seems to be well aligned with findings from research on Internet use disorders, while also allowing the researcher to move beyond a perspective of addiction. As Larkin and Griffiths 51 argue, there may be legitimate and understandable reasons for excessive, and even problematic, Internet use that we have yet to understand. Exploring these reasons may be more fruitful than an a priori framing of the behavior as addictive, which ignores people's agency and motivation with respect to their use of technology -these are aspects that should not be neglected given that technology has become such an integral part of life.
Researchers who maintain that the addiction framework is useful for purposes of research need to take extra care in their future work to adequately define the concept and take a firm stance on their interpretation of addiction and their justification for using it. If researchers skip this important step, it is difficult to judge whether their results, interpretations, and conclusions make sense given the theory. If researchers clearly express their interpretation of addiction in the context of Internet use disorders, this will allow their findings to be clearly connected to the theory or to illustrate an eventual disconnect between theory and findings whenever it exists, as highlighted in this paper; such disconnects are also important contributions to theoretical development and need to be elucidated and discussed.
CONCLUSIONS
I wish to conclude by suggesting that the study of Internet use disorders may have started at the wrong end by focusing almost exclusively on quantitative work without having a proper foundation for, or understanding of, what the criteria for Internet use disorders could look like outside a framework of addiction. As stated previously, if the addiction framework was not used to guide the inquiry, researchers might approach Internet use disorders from a less constrained, alternative perspective, which might shed new light on their findings. Existing research on Internet use disorders does not account for the variety of processes that may explain the problematic outcomes, beyond a framework of addiction. 10, 19, 43, 52 In this paper, I have argued that it may bring more clarity to the problem at hand if researchers would study behaviors involving repeated and problematic use of the Internet without adhering to the addiction framework. Even though it may be tempting initially to study repeated problematic use from a perspective of addiction, this may in the end be more harmful than helpful because it situates the researcher within a frame of thought where only certain results and conclusions are possible. 38 This point has hopefully been made clear through my critique of the otherwise excellent studies by Armstrong et al. 22 and Lemmens et al.
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It was also my intention in this paper to illustrate that the addiction lens remains, at best, somewhat murky. Further clarity around the processes underlying repeated and problematic behaviors is important as the diagnostic expansion of behavioral disorders in the DSM continues to generate new addictions, which has implications for the ways in which society learns to accept or reject behavior that does not always correspond to the norm. 53 It is clear in this respect that our perspective on Internet use disorders matters: whether we view problem users as addicts or, for example, as individuals coping with life problems determines how we engage with them on a personal and societal level. It also determines how we engage with the outcomes that result from such behaviors: Is it a clinical matter that requires professional intervention? Is it cause for medication? Or is it a matter of teaching people to employ more effective coping strategies that are less disruptive to life balance? Importantly, the way in which society views people who engage in problematic behavior is largely influenced by the medical profession and its manuals, such as the DSM. Therefore it is paramount that the diagnoses that are eventually included in the DSM have a proper evidence base that has been subjected to rigorous critique and examination. 6 The inclusion of IGD in DSM-5 puts further pressure on researchers to provide accurate and theoretically sound explanations that match the experiences of people in society. 3, 11, 36 Addiction is only one framework through which we may view the tendency to keep using the Internet despite problematic outcomes and by appropriating this specific explanation we send a certain message to society while also neglecting alternatives that may be equally plausible.
The crucial task for future research is to establish a working theory for why Internet use disorders occur and persist. Such a theory needs to make sense given our contemporary, intense engagement with the Internet in order to avoid the risk of over diagnosis, but at the same time needs to have the form of practical utility that is required for identification of true problem cases. I suggest that a useful way forward would be a focus on qualitative work that seeks to explore why Internet use disorders occur and persist, how it is expressed by individuals and perceived by close others, over time and cross-culturally, without any theoretical preconceptions of its underlying causes. This information may then be used as a leading, culturally sensitive, source for theorization about etiology, manifestation, and persistence. Once these aspects are properly understood, quantitative measurements that operationalize these problem behaviors may be developed to assess risk-factors, prevalence, and other correlates.
